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The British Underground and Jazz re:freshed Outernational 
showcase featured new music from the UK’s explosive 
emerging jazz scene at SxSW Online 2021 recorded within the 
legendary Abbey Roads Studio in London. Alongside the 
Outernational showcase British Underground produced the 
first ever 3D digital avatar performance at SxSW featuring 
award-winning tuba-player Theon Cross with motion-capture 
within the Virtual Cinema & XR at SxSW Online XR 2021.

At SxSW Online XR 2021:

• The Jazz re:freshed Outernational Showcase received 
1191 unique viewers

• 364 attendees selected the Jazz re:fefreshed 
Outernational showcase in their favourite events 
section
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• SxSW Online had 31,112 online registrants for their 2021 
event  

• 103 countries represented by registrants

 
British Underground seek to uphold ACE’s Inclusivity and 
Relevance ambition (from ‘Let’s Create’) that, “England’s 
diversity is fully reflected in the individuals and organisations 
we support and the culture they produce”. This goal is pursued 
by British Underground across our annual NPO programme, 
with each featured showcase contributing to the overall 
achievement of our Inclusion and Relevance policy.

The Jazz refreshed Outernational Showcase was:

• Curated to include at least a 1:1 balance of 
representatives from underserved communities 

• A partnership between British Underground and 
innovative music curators Jazz re:freshed, that 
extended sector leadership in this underserved genre 
(jazz)  

• A commitment to profiling artists within Outernational 
ensured that our ACE funded programme featured at 
least 50% representatives from non-traditional 
backgrounds (e.g. underserved communities).
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British Underground, the creative production company that 
produces showcases and strategic development projects in 
music and the arts focusing on international success, teamed up 
with the award-winning London label and promoters Jazz 
re:freshed for the delivery of their fifth instalment of the 
Jazz:refreshed Outernational showcase at SxSW Online 2021. 
The pre-recorded showcase was filmed at the legendary Abbey 
Road Studios in London.

British Underground have been developing a three year 
showcasing project exploring the boundaries of art and 
technology in a promotional campaign called Future Art and 
Culture with Arts Council England. As part of this project, 
alongside the Outernational showcase, award winning tuba 
sensation Theon Cross was presented as a 3D digital avatar in a 
unique performance of exclusive new music from his 
forthcoming new album. The digital avatar performance was a 
world first in music and arts showcasing at SxSW.

SxSW is an annual conference and festival, which celebrates 
the convergence of film, music and interactive industries, with 
its music festival being the largest of its kind in the world. 
SxSW features keynote speakers, panels, networking events, 
exhibitions and many more. Previous keynote speakers include 
Barack Obama, Michelle Obama, Dave Grohl, Lady Gaga and 
Smokey Robinson. In 2019, the SxSW Conference & Festivals, 
SxSW EDU, and SxSW Gaming drew participation of 
approximately 417,400 attendees.  It has been running for 
over 30 years and takes place in Austin, the state capital of 
Texas, the second largest US state. 

Click here to see the Jazz:refreshed Outernational trailer.

Click here to see the Theon Cross avatar video.

For the first time since its launch in 1987, SxSW was cancelled 
in 2021 due to the restrictions in place for the Covid-19 
pandemic, leading to the creation of SxSW Online for 2021. 
SxSW announced the launch of their new digital experience 
through the online site Swapcard, the all-in-one virtual and 
hybrid events platform. The online showcase featured 5 
channels each showcasing numerous different music showcases, 
keynote speakers, panels and movies. 

SxSW Online 2021 included: 
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Overview 

Where did the showcase take 
place? 

https://vimeo.com/516398347/ad24bf7ace
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QwWAvyhn4dQ&feature=youtu.be
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• 5 Keynotes 

• 105 Featured Sessions 

• 190 Panel Sessions 

• 60 Presentations 

• 53 Partner Programming Sessions 

• 12 Professional Development Sessions 2,576 Mentor 
Sessions 

• 12 Meet Ups 

• 12 round table discussions 3 awards 

• 8 Pitch Events 

British Underground and Jazz re:freshed initially came together 
in 2017 to start a two year partnership project which would 
represent artists at the forefront of the UK Jazz scene, the 
project was titled Jazz re:freshed Outernational. A landmark 
showcase was launched at SxSW’s music festival in 2017 
featuring artists Sarathy Korwar, Gogo Penguin, Native 
Dancer, Shabaka Hutchings and Moses Boys Exodus. Since 
2017, British Underground and Jazz re:freshed have showcased 
the Outernational showcase at SxSW every year, including 
taking the showcase to stages at Afropunk in New York and  
Paris and SIM in São Paulo, Brazil.  The Outernational 
showcase took place online for the first time in 2021 at SxSW 
Online due to the restrictions in place as a result of the 
Covid-19 pandemic.

Alongside the 2021 showcase, British Underground produced 
the first ever 3D digital avatar performance at SxSW featuring 
Jazz artist Theon Cross with motion-capture filmed at Abbey 
Road Studios in London. The project titled Theon Cross ‘We 
Go Again’, combined British Underground’s two areas of 
interest at SxSW - new music and immersive technology.  The 
pandemic brought many challenges as showcasing artists in 
front of new audiences was completely disrupted. Following 
the success of virtual concerts including Travis Scott’s avatar 
debut in Fortnite and Lil Nas X in Roblox, British 
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Underground and SxSW saw an opportunity to create the first 
ever virtual music showcase performance. Recognising that 
award-winning tuba-player Theon Cross would make an 
interesting jumping off point, British Underground consulted 
with the SxSW team to develop a music showcasing concept 
that could come to life on a virtual stage. It was supported by 
Arts Council England’s Future Art and Culture programme, 
Audience of the Future Live, FKB and Jazz re:freshed.

The Future Art and Culture programme is an international 
showcasing initiative supported by Arts Council England and 
produced by British Underground at SxSW. The project focuses 
on the boundaries of art and technology through exhibitions, 
panel discussions, partnerships and networking events.

The British Underground team supported this project (CEO 
Crispin Parry, Naomi Pieris, Ronan Morrissey and Makeda 
Bennett - Amparbeng) with Naomi Pieris leading as project 
manager alongside the following curators and sector specialists:

Jazz re:freshed - A small but relentlessly determined 
organization. At its core, not-for-profit Jazz re:freshed’s mission 
is to globally elevate, amplify and spotlight the breadth of 
expression in UK Jazz, while breaking down the boundaries for 
audiences to access the music. Jazz re:freshed has been a leader 
in the alternative UK jazz scene for 18 years, raising the profile 
of UK Jazz globally, through a variety of curated initiatives, 
including hosting a weekly live residency, annual festival, band 
development programme, operating its own record label which 
received a 2019 Mercury Prize nomination for Album of the 
year with Cassie Kinoshi’s SEED Ensemble debut release 
Driftglass. With their ongoing international work, 
Jazzre:freshed Outernational, Jazz re:freshed is changing the 
face of UK Jazz by striving to resolve the many challenges UK 
musicians face getting comparable levels of international 
exposure.  This initiative has changed the face of UK Jazz by 
creating unique global opportunities that provide exposure to 
business opportunities and audiences worldwide. The 
Jazz:Refreshed team who supported the Outernational 2021 
showcase included Adam Moses, Justin McKenzie, Yvette 
Griffith and Garth Thomas who co-directed the Outernational 
showcase.
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The Northern Cowboys - The Northern Cowboys help 
creatives and organisations within the music industry tell their 
story through video and sound design. 

Abbey Road Studios - Abbey Road Studios is the most 
famous recording studio in the world and a global music icon. 
Originally a nine-bedroom house built in 1829, it was purchased 
by the Gramophone Company in 1928 who went on to build 
the world’s first purpose-built recording studio.Abbey Road is 
of course synonymous with the legendary work of The Beatles, 
who worked with EMI producer Sir George Martin and 
recorded 190 of their 210 songs at the studios. But Abbey 
Road’s unparalleled history spans the wild experiments of Pink 
Floyd to iconic recordings from Shirley Bassey, Aretha Franklin, 
The Hollies and many more. Since those exceptional years, 
artists from Kate Bush, Radiohead, Oasis, Kanye West, Amy 
Winehouse, Kylie and Muse to Sam Smith, Florence + The 
Machine, Ed Sheeran, Frank Ocean, Lady Gaga and Adele have 
made Abbey Road their creative home, producing countless 
landmark recordings. British Underground's main contact 
within Abbey Road Studios was Claire Renfrew, the Events 
Manager.

Audience of the Future Live - Audience of the Future has 
invested £39.3 million in the development of new immersive 
technologies such as virtual, augmented and mixed reality. The 
Challenge has also commissioned research to better understand 
audiences for immersive productions in the fields of art, 
culture, heritage and entertainment.

FKB - FKB is the exciting result of the recent merger of two 
established Philadelphia-based design and fabrication 
companies: FK Productions and B Fabrication. Together, we 
are masters in the art of applied imagination, enjoying a 
reputation for developing industry-leading approaches to civic 
placemaking, retail and entertainment facility design/build, 
experiential marketing, museum exhibit design, installation and 
large-scale artwork. 
While fostering our capabilities in digital design for 
architecture, fabrication, and installation, we have extended 
these skills into the virtual realm to create hybrid events (a 
blend of VR and real world entertainment) that blur the line 
between the virtual and physical worlds. We pride ourselves on 
our ability to create what has not been created before. At FKB 
everything is possible. We continually push the boundaries at 
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the leading edge of fabrication techniques, material science, 
virtual reality and experience design.

Big Feat PR - Nashville based public relation consultants Big 
Feat PR were brought on-board to ensure that the showcase 
and virtual Theon Cross avatar performance  gained press 
across digital media outlets. Big Feat PR have worked with 
labels, festivals and artists such as: Universal Music/Decca 
Records (UK), Tall Tales Music Festival and Yola. 

SxSW VR Cinema - Blake Kammerdienerom from SxSW. 

The artists selected to perform as part of the Jazz re:refreshed 
Outernational showcase were chosen by the Jazz refreshed 
team.
The artists chosen to perform were:

Theon Cross (artist)
Theon Cross is an award-winning tuba player and composer 
who not only redefines what can be done with his instrument 
but also transcends traditional genre conventions with his 
headybrew of low end theory combined with strains of ‘jazz, 
dub, hip-hop, soca, grime, and other sounds from the Afro-
Caribbean diaspora’. 2020/21 sees him following up his 
critically acclaimed 2019 debut album Fyah with a new album 
called ‘Intra-I’ on which he will again push the sonic 
boundaries of his tuba by using the studio to turn it into a 
complete beat and melody making machine on which a range 
of vocalists and rappers will add their verses. Essentially he is 
looking to create a sound system powered by breath and, in so 
doing, explore his Afro-Caribbean roots, change perceptions of 
himself and his instrument and explore themes of self-reliance 
and identity,.He currently has a UK/Europe tour booked 
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provisionally for autumn 2021. He has been invited to 
participate in SXSW Online this year and featured in a BBC 
programme called Jazz 625 inNovember 2020.In 2021 he will 
also be part of Sons of Kemet’s album campaign and touring for 
their second album on Impulse/UMGIn 2020, in addition to 
his own work playing virtual gigs for SXSW and Afro-Punk he 
toured withKano, featured on the opening track of Stormzy’s 
Heavy is the Head and played on albums/sessions with Moses 
Boyd, Seed Ensemble, Lafawndah and Steamdown.In 2020, he 
also did a brand shoot for Gucci + Esquire UK and for Paul 
Smith and scored or the opening theme for 4/E4 comedy 
Maxx.

Richard Spaven (drummer/artist)
Richard Spaven brings a fresh approach to the instrument 
that’s at once modern and traditional.Combining machine-like 
accuracy with jazz-influenced improvisational sensibilities, 
Spaven's Drumming Has landed him gigs with vastly varied 
artists such the late Guru of the hip-hop duo Gang Starr and 
rapper Ty, producer/ rapper Flying Lotus. Spaven's Brilliance is 
evident beyond his world-class performance abilities; equally 
impressive in production and compositional territories. His 
fourth solo album,RealTime, showcases his multifaceted talent. 
Spaven's Signature drum sound often sees him combine high-
pitched, crisp snares; round, jazzy toms; and small, punchy bass 
drums. His cymbal choices are a sonic contrast of dry, lower-
pitched hi-hats, rides, and crashes. Altogether, the drummer’s 
tone could be described as a nod to the past while keeping an 
eye toward the future. Much like his compositions, Spaven’s 
drumming is elusive and genre-defying. He often avoids 
conventional downbeats and cadences in favor of sneaky 
syncopations and the types of sonic glitches you might hear 
from a deejay. No 16th note is left unturned within some of his 
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drum ’n’ bass–and dubstep–influenced explorations on tracks 
like “The Hidden Camera,” a Photek cover found on Spaven’s 
album The Self. Regardless of the artist he’s working with, 
Spaven’s ideas and touch provide the ingredients to his 
trademark sound.

Noya Rao (group)
Since the release of their debut album Icaros in 2017, Leeds 
based electronic-soul quartet, Noya Rao have been noted as 
one of the rising talents of the UK Jazz scene.The band 
garnered early support from Gilles Peterson who premiered 
their singleGoldenClaw.The group have also enjoyed radio play 
from Mary Anne Hobbs, Jamie Cullum and have appeared on 
Worldwide fm.Noya Rao are vocalist Olivia Bhattacharjee, 
drummer Matt Davies, bassist Jim Wiltshire and keys player & 
producer Tom Henry. The band draw upon influences old and 
new, combining a vintage aesthetic with contemporary 
songwriting. The result is a fresh and unique sound drenched in 
new-age synthesis.They have taken their finely-tuned live show 
nationally and internationally playing at some of the best 
venues around; The Sage (Gateshead), Roundhouse (London), 
Unit (Tokyo), Ancienne Belgique (Belgium), The Dome 
(Brighton Jazz Re:Fest) and Jazz in the Park (Romania).They 
are set to release another EP in early 2020 as a follow up to 
their Owls EP released earlier this year.
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Doom Cannon (artist)
London based producer, composer and pianist Dominic 
Canning is a founding member of the groundbreaking Steam 
Down collective, Project Karnak and Triforce and also Musical 
Director For Brit Award winning Celeste.In 2019, Dominic 
launched his first solo project under the name Doom 
Cannon.Doom Cannon's music attempts to capture/reflect the 
inflections of beauty existing alongside the injustice and terror 
of our postmodern world; drawing as he does on his experience 
as a young British Black man.Having spent years touring 
globally, Dominic has already won two Jazz FM Awards with 
SteamDown, as well as performing live at Brit Awards and 
Later with Jools with Celeste. With a debut album synthesising 
profound melodic/harmonic foundations, due for release later 
this year on the seminal Jazz re:freshed label, Doom Cannon is 
carving out a place for himself in the BritishJazz scene and has 
set himself up as one watch.

Daniel Casimir and Tess Hirst (duo)

Award-winning bassist Daniel Casimir and co-writer Tess Hirst 
released their debut album These Days at the end of 2019 via 
pioneering London-based record label, jazz re:freshed. ‘These 
Days’ was inspired by the duo’s London surroundings, as 
charged observations are delivered via thought-provoking 
lyricism, neo soul and modern jazz. Across twelve tracks, 
Casimir and Hirst fuse traditional jazz sounds into beautifully 
composed compositions, narrating their way through a political 
and cultural landscape. 

Daniel and Tess were looking forward to bringing the live 
experience of the album to audiences in 2020. The album was 
placed in the “Beginner’s Guide to the New Jazz Generation” 
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by Jazzwise and featured on Love Supremes’ “Top 10 albums of 
2019.” Their six-piece band were scheduled to perform in 
Germany, Love Supreme Jazz festival and the SXSW. 
Unfortunately all live performances were cancelled due to 
COVID-19. 

Despite the challenges of 2020 Daniel and Tess have kept busy. 
In July they released These Days in These Ways REMIX EP; 
which featured their new six-piece line up, a bigger and 
energetic sound. In December they also released a tribute to 
the great Bill Withers again with the jazz re:freshed label. The 
duo recorded the tribute whilst at home in the thick of the first 
lockdown and the video, which was edited and stylised by jazz 
re:freshed, received over 1k views in the first day. 

These Days and it’s associated projects has a new resonance for 
this time. 

Camilla George (artist)
Born in Eket, Nigeria, Camilla has been interested in music 
from an early age and particularly in the fusion of African and 
Western music. She grew up listening to Fela alongside Jackie 
McLean and Charlie Parker. Camilla went on to study with 
many jazz greats such as saxophone giant, Jean Toussaint (of 
Art Blakey fame), Julian Siegal and Martin Speake at Trinity 
College of Music where she gained a Masters in Jazz 
Performance as well as in 2011 being awarded The Archer 
Scholarship for Outstanding Performance.

In 2009 she joined award winning band, Jazz Jamaica and 
performed with special guest, Ernest Ranglin at Ronnie Scott’s 
jazz club. In 2013 they were nominated for a MOBO award for 
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Jazz Performance. They continue to perform extensively all 
over the world.

In 2014 Camilla formed her own critically acclaimed project 
showcasing the stars of the new UK Jazz Scene. Dubbed “The 
Golden Girl of Jazz” by The Evening Standard, Camilla’s debut 
album, ‘Isang’ (pronounced E-SANG which means journey in 
Ibibio her native language) received huge critical acclaim. Her 
follow up album, “The People Could Fly” which was released in 
September 2018, featuring special guest Omar as well as in 
demand guitarist of the moment, Shirley Tetteh, has already 
gained substantial critical acclaim with 4 star reviews from the 
Financial Times and Jazzwise to name a few. The album and 
Camilla have been featured on several key playlists such as 
State of Jazz and Camilla is the poster girl for Tidal’s British 
Jazz playlist.

Due to the restrictions in place as a result of the Covid-19 
pandemic, British Underground sought to expand their creative 
networks and respond rapidly to the changing environment in 
order to deliver this project with partners. 

With SxSW moving online British Underground was in need of 
a location to host the Outernational showcase. Previously they 
used the iconic Real World Studios to showcase artists for 
WOMEX , for SxSW online Abbey Roads Studio was 
approached. British Underground had initially brought in 
MQA and Blue Sounds as a sponsor to help cover recording 
costs however, due to unforeseen circumstances they had to 
withdraw. Abbey Roads Limited generously stepped in to cover 
the £20,000 recording costs and additionally supplied their PR 
company.

With the showcase happening within the lockdown restrictions 
that were in place, Covid-19 safety procedures needed to be put 
into place to ensure that those who attended the recording at 
Abbey Roads Studio were protected. British Underground’s 
Naomi Pieris led on researching and providing  all the Covid-19 
safety measures that needed to happen in order for the project 
to proceed. Through extensive research such as speaking to 
film production companies for advice, Naomi ensured that 
British Underground created a Covid-19 secure place that all 
participants could feel safe within. It was imperative for British 
Underground to take lead on learning the Covid-19 safety 
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process and to ensure that Abbey Roads Studios complied with 
the safety recommendations and guidance. British 
Underground ensured that all participants attending the 
sessions where Covid-19 tested and that throughout the day 
there were two Covid-19 officers on site along with a Covid-19 
testing team.

With SxSW Online offering a global platform to present new 
talent to an international industry audience, the Jazz re:freshed 
Outernational showcase brought together new rising stars from 
the UK jazz scene to SxSW for a fifth time along with the first 
ever 3D digital avatar performance. The showcase and avatar 
performance was mentioned in various online platforms. The 
following is a snapshot:

• ‘SXSW thrives on international acts, so a film format allowed 
artists to show off their home turf. Fifth year showcase Jazz 
re:freshed set up into London's famed Abbey Road Studios. 
Across 80 minutes, standout alto saxist Camilla George 
and electro-soul quartet Noya Rao complemented a set by 
star tubist Theon Cross’ [The Austin Chronicle]

• ‘SXSW Came Back With Genuine Joy. Here Are 15 of the 
Best Acts’- Theon Cross [in The New York Times]

• ‘Abbey Road goes virtual as jazz musician Theon Cross is 
turned into 3D avatar for SXSW Festival in Texas’ [Sky 
News]

• ‘U.K. Jazz Artist Theon Cross to Perform as 3D Digital 
Avatar at SXSW. Unique virtual performance captures a set 
Cross and his band recorded at Abbey Road Studios’ [Rolling 
Stones]

  
British Underground received feedback from Jazz re:freshed 
and the individual artists involved in the showcase. This 
feedback will feed into discussions that shape the future design 
of showcases and the work they produce. 

The feedback the showcase received was extremely positive 
with standout artist Theon Cross stating:

• ‘BU & JRF provided me with a unique opportunity to not 
just participate at SXSW with my band to showcase my 
music but also to be part of the first virtual showcase as an 
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avatar. Both teams were supportive and committed to 
building something unique and the exposure is already 
paying dividends as I gear up to release new music.’ [Theon 
Cross feedback]

When asked about British Underground approaching Theon 
Cross and his team to participate in SxSW 2021 they stated the 
following:

•  ‘We were exploring it (SxSW) but to be honest without your 
approach and the fact that it was the second year running of 
an online version I am not sure we would have been able to 
participate to the same level nor create the same amount of 
visibility and cut through. In addition the creation of the 
avatar and immersive VR’. [Theon Cross team feedback]

Reflecting on her experience of working with British 
Underground and Jazz refreshed Camilla George stated:

• ‘I really enjoyed working with British Underground and Jazz 
re:freshed at Abbey Rd. I found everyone to be professional 
and great to work with and given that this was during 
lockdown, they adhered to Covid guidelines and I felt safe 
performing’.[Camilla George feedback]

When asked what achievements she has gained since the 
showcase Camilla confirmed the following direct impacts:

• ‘I was featured in several newspaper reviews of the showcase 
and as a result have begun working with a PR in the States in 
order to grow my profile there’.[Camilla George feedback]

Commenting on British Underground’s participation at SxSW 
Online 2021, Una Johnston Senior Business Development 
Manager (UK & Ireland) stated:

• ‘It was wonderful to have British Underground, Arts Council 
England and Future Art & Culture involved in the Creative 
Industries Exhibition during SXSW Online 2021. We 
appreciate the time and investment you made and look 
forward to working with you again towards an even more 
dynamic SXSW 2022’.[Una Johnston feedback]

     
The showcase elements included in the SxSW showcases were 
filmed and edited by The Northern Cowboys, an independent 
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film-company specialising in Mini Documentaries, Unique Live 
Sessions and Music Videos.
 
The official artwork for the JazzRefreshed Outernational 
showcase was created by Justin McKenzie. The official Theon 
Cross virtual avatar poster was created British Undergrounds 
artist in residence Luke Drodz.

SxSW Online had 31,112 online registrants in total for their 
2021 event with 103 countries represented by attendees. The 
Jazz re:freshed Outernational showcase saw 364 attendees 
favourite the event and received 1191 unique viewers.The 
Theon Cross “We Go Again’ performance within the Creative 
Industries Exhibition at SxSW saw the digital booth receive 98 
views and 53 digital advertisement views. The official Theon 
Cross Launch Party saw 149 attendees favourite the event and 
received 61 unique viewers.
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